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A CUSTOM MADE PRESiDENT
In 1967, New York Police Department
detective and co-author of the book The
Crime Confederation, Ralph Salerno, made a
prediction: “Organized Crime will put a man
into the White House someday - and he won't
ever know until they hand him the bill”. This man
was Ronald Reagan. His file at the archives of
the FBI carries the number 13.82.196. What
did the FBI try to find out? Ronald Reagan's
relations with the underworld. Is there some
proof needed? Just consult Dan E. Moldea's
Dark Victory, Ronald Reagan, MCA and the Mob.
While Clara and Julia Kuperberg piece
together all the evidence available with
investigative journalists who have researched
the subject for decades, they also cleverly
invite James Ellroy, an outspoken fan of Ronald
Reagan's to give his views, to discuss the career
of the two times president in the context
of his astonishing ascent to power in postwar America. We hear about a country that
beneath all the Hollywood glitz and glamour is
thoroughly corrupt.
We hear about Ronald Reagan's election
to the post of President of the Screen
Actors Guild, SAG, a position he renewed an
unprecedented six times. Dennis McDougal,
author of Lew Wasserman, the last Mogul tells
us how Reagan reciprocated by giving MCA
a very preferential treatment. We follow
Reagan into his political career, the election as
Governor of California, his campaign for Barry
Goldwater with the famous speech Time for
Choosing and finally the conquest of the White
House.

Maybe Ronald Reagan was manipulated by
the mob, but he himself proved in any event
to be a master of manipulation himself by
avoiding any scandal along the way.
Clara and Julia Kuperberg briefly deal with
Reagan's time as a B Series actor and use
clips of The Santa Fe Trail directed by Michael
Curtis starring next to the future president
Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland and Knute
Rockne All American. Stunning and mostly

Ronald & Nancy Reagan, 1952

Ronald & Nancy Reagan at a costume party

little known archive footage underpins their
narrative with other interviewees including
Gus Russo, author of Supermob, Marvin Rudnik,
one time Federal Prosecutor in charge of the
MCA investigations, John Meroney, journalist
and author of a book dealing with Ronald
Reagan the actor and Anne Edwards who
authored a Reagan biography.
This documentary will be available as of
May 2016 and was commissioned by ARTE
France who will probably broadcast it shortly
before the Presidential Elections in November
of this year.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD
Ronald & Nancy Reagan with Lew Wasserman at the White House
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CARAVAGGiO
FROM DARKNESS iNTO LiGHT
Self-portrait as Sick Young Bacchus

We still know very little about "the first
modern artist", Michelangelo Merisi from the
Lombardian village Caravaggio. He was born
most likely on September 29th 1570 into the
family of a builder under the protection of the
Sforza family and died on July 18th, 1810 of
malaria at the Santa Maria Ausiliatrice Hospital
near Rom. We know that he was apprenticed
at a young age to a Milan painter where he
learned his trade. At the age of 20 he moved
to Rome where he began in a factory-like
workshop to paint heads and still lifes. From
this period we have a self-portrait as Sick
Young Bacchus. He soon found a protector in
Cardinal Francesco del Monte for whom he
painted The Musicians. A document from that
time informs us that “there is in Rome a certain
Michelangelo de Caravaggio who produced
wonderful work and who thanks to his paintings
has already acquired a great reputation”.
A commission for the Contarelli Chapel
consolidated his reputation. In two paintings
for Santa Maria del Popolo he used ordinary
people and friends as models. His paintings
began to look like snapshots from just before
or after an event which was to be represented.
The Pantheon clearly influenced the way he
was lighting his paintings either from above or
the left hand side.
His violent behaviour brought him into
conflict with the authorities. After accidentally
killing somebody in a brawl he was on the
run. He fled to Naples, where a painter of his
reputation and outside the jurisdiction of the
Pope was very welcome. Commissions started
to pour in, amongst others the masterpiece
The Seven Works of Mercy. Restless he moved
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Self-portrait

on to Malta were he briefly became the
painter of the Grand Master of the Maltese
Order. To him we owe The Beheading of Saint
John The Baptist in the Cathedral of La Valetta.
Another brawl and Caravaggio barely escaped
prison to flee to Sicily. Again he was very
welcome there and painted amongst others
David with the Head of Goliath, the bloody
head of the giant being a self-portrait. When
word came of a possible pardon he sped to
Rome, but died of malaria before he reached
the Eternal City.
Soon after his death the painter fell into
oblivion. Mediocre works were attributed to

David with the head of Goliath

him and most of his masterpieces disappeared
in private collections or were attributed
to others as Caravaggio only signed one
painting in his entire career. It was only at the
beginning of the 20th century that the painter
was recognized as one of the greatest of all
times. In the meantime 50 works have really
been identified as his own, but even today a
Caravaggio might turn up somewhere such
as The Taking of Christ which came to light in
Ireland in 1993.
Filmmaker and painter Jean-Michel Meurice
invites us to look at 30 works in situ with a
painter's eye, presents most of the remaining
ones with high resolution slides, takes us to
the most important places where Caravaggio
worked and lets some experts have their say.

directed by Jean-Michel Meurice
produced by Cinétévé
running time 53' Shot in HD
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CURiOUS WORLDS

THE ART & iMAGiNATiON
OF

DAViD BECK

“An intimate portrait of the most
accomplished American artist you have never
heard of”, said poet and critic John Yau of
David Beck. And indeed Beck is probably only
known to museum curators and a handful of
collectors, but he has cult status, and his work
reminds us of Alexander Calder's circus with its
many moveable figures and parts. And gallerist
Francis Mill from San Francisco summed it up

succinctly: “David Beck is inviting us to enter
a completely different world on a whole other
scale. You begin to question your own scale in
the environment you are in”. Beck, who had a
show earlier this year in New York, entitled
Alligator Maintenance and other Esoterica, takes
us on a journey through a miniature world
beginning with Museum, a piece commissioned
by the Smithsonian American Art Museum,
followed by Bandshell for A Myopic Orchestra
and L´Opéra, a miniature house staging Aida
to a surreal audience as well as Rhino Rama
and ending with The Last Prom, a miniature
Crystal Palace fashioned after the Hyde Park
original. “Absurdity and loneliness embrace each

directed by Olympia Stone
produced by Floating Stone

Productions
running time 56' Shot in HD

other in David Beck's diminutive, meticulously
detailed dioramas”, concludes the Hyperallergic
Weekend review. Interviews with friends,
gallerists and collectors round off an amusing
profile of an interesting and highly gifted artist
who likes it small.
Best Documentary FAFF Venice California,
2015, Audience Award DocFest San Francisco

THE CARDBOARD

BERNiNi
“They always say that you can tell of an artist
not by what he does but by the materials that
he uses”, muses Jimmy Grashow who works
with cardboard and paper. “All artists talk
about process but the process they talk about
is always from beginning to finish and nobody
really talks about full term process, to the end, to
the destruction, to the dissolution of the piece”,
he continues, while he is making a Bernini
Fountain which is taking him four years to
complete. A brilliantly gifted designer Grashow
has many illustrations for major publications
to his credit including a whimsical cover for a

directed by Olympia Stone
produced by Floating Stone

Productions
running time 56' Shot in HD
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Jethro Tull release. From childhood on he loved
to work with papier mâché making giants, a
Soft City and other objects. While we witness
him completing his fountain to a deadline for
a museum showing, Grashow discusses his
life and ambitions as an artist and finally lets
us witness the destruction of his piece at the
Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum were it
is deliberately left outside to be washed away

by the rain. It is like being at your own funeral,
comments the artist. And critics had this to
say about his work: “Grashow's unassuming
material betrays no hint of the wit and strength
of his art. He coaxes astonishing grace from the
humble stuff of shipping containers”. A welcome
antidote to the contemporary art scene were
many applaud the Emperor's new clothes.
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CAROLYN

iNSiDE - OUTSiDE
Carolyn Carlson is a major force in
Modern Dance. Having worked with Alwin
Nikolais she came to Europe as dancer and
choreographer. After Paris, were she was part
of the GRTOP (Theatre research group) she
put her mark on dance at La Fenice in Venice,
the Finnish National Ballet and the Cullberg
Ballet before she settled at the Choreographic
Centre of Roubaix Nord-Pas de Calais for ten
years. 2014 she created the Carolyn Carlson
Company with a residency at the National
Theatre of Chaillot in Paris. She is giving
master classes and choreographs for other
companies such as the Ballet of the Opéra
National in Bordeaux for which she has made
Peuma in 2014, also distributed by Poorhouse
International. One of her main pre-occupations
today is the transmission of her insights in
the functioning of the human body and the
emotions it can create.
Damian Pettigrew with portraits of
Eugène Ionesco, Italo Calvino, Alberto
Moravia, Balthus and Fellini to his credit, is
developing a 90 minute special together with
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the choreographer which focusses mainly on
the creative process by using fly on the wall
technique. His film which is also aiming at a
theatrical release with added 3D short dance
pieces, will draw on archives covering 40
years of Carolyn Carlson's work, look at the
environment she works in and reveal how the
creative process is activated by a text, some
music or an image. Pettigrew will be able to
use footage shot during the creation of recent
work such as Synchronicity (2012), Dialogue
avec Rothko (2013), Woman in a Room
(2013), a collaboration with the Mariinksy
ballerina Diana Vishneva, and D´après nature
(2015). Pettigrew observes: “Carlson is like an
archeologist digging for memories and archetypes.
Her workshops and rehearsals are dedicated to
observe the human body. She is trying to free
what lies buried in the bodies of her dancers”.
Interviews with Bob Wilson, Philip Glass, Diana
Vishneva, Gavin Bryars, Tero Saarinen and
Bartabas, to name but a few, together with
archives featuring Alwin Nikolais and Rolf
Liebermann will round of a unique approach

to a dancer and choreographer, something like
Clouzot's film on Picasso with the obvious
difference that brush strokes on canvass
translate into movements in space.

directed by Damian Pettigrew
produced by Portrait & Cie
running time 90' Shot in HD

& partly 3D
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VERONiQUE SANSON
AT THE OLYMPiA
Born into a music loving family Véronique
Sanson was given piano lessons by her father
and the first guitar lessons by her mother. At
the age of 13 she composed her first songs.
Some early recordings were not successful but
got her a deal for her first album Amoureuse
in 1972 of which Besoin de personne (I need
nobody) was the most popular track. A career
as song-writer, producer and musician was
launched. The legendary Michel Berger took
her under his wings. When Stephen Stills gave
a concert in Paris with his new band Manassas
Véronique Sanson fell madly in love with
him, left Paris and her first successes behind
and settled with Stills in America. Getting
rid of her stage fright she extensively went
on recital tour in Quebec and developed an
incredible stage presence. An English version
of Amoureuse was produced by Elton John
for Kiki Dee. Sanson became known in the
English speaking world. When she visited
France in 1974 she brought along a new
album Le Maudit (The Cursed One) which
she had produced herself with Stills’ musicians
in Hollywood. New albums like Vancouver and
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Hollywood made her the greatest pop star in
France. She was the first woman artist to ever
perform at the Palais des Sports in 1978 to
cheering crowds. When her marriage with Stills
broke up she turned to guitarist Bernard Swell
with whom she produced 7ème, the seventh
album with the superb track Ma révérence (My
Curtsy). In 1983 she re-settled in France having
obtained custody of her son Chris who was
to become a musician himself. After a break
more albums appeared. Sanson went on tour
with Alain Souchon, was threatened by radical
Muslims for her song Allah, appeared with a

directed by François Goetghebeur
produced by LGM
running time 105' Shot in HD

symphony orchestra, published Long Distance
with compositions of her son Chris, won three
Victoires de la musique, a Special Award from
SACEM and decided to go on another tour
with her songs from the mythical 70s when
she lived in the US while her latest album got
readied. At the end of this tour she appeared
in Brussels on January 7th and at the Paris
Olympia on January 9th 2016. This is where,
backed by a small orchestra and two chorus,
her legendary early successes were recorded
for television.
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"The spectacular world première was the highlight of Serge Dorny's
Festival de l´humanité in Lyon." Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
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"The world première of this new
opera by the pupil of Boulez and
Xenakis had the greatest impact."
Die Presse, Vienna

photos © B. Stofleth

BENJAMiN, LAST NiGHT

A contemporary opera about refugees, a
very timely subject seen through the eyes of
writer, critic and philosopher Walter Benjamin
who, fleeing the Nazis, got as far as Portbou
in Catalonia. There he heard of a new law by
the Vichy regime requesting a stamp in the
passport for being authorized to leave the
country. Exhausted from walking across the
border between France and Spain, desperate
and fearing that he would be sent back to a
certain death he committed suicide and never
found out that the law was in fact not applied.
Régis Debray, philosopher, long-time
companion of Che Guevara in Bolivia,
counsellor of President Mitterand and writer
produced an astonishing libretto which has
Walter Benjamin split into an actor playing the
historical Benjamin and a singer incorporating
the Benjamin remembering his life in brilliant
flash-backs before the real Benjamin dies.
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Debray shows great affinity to Benjamin not
least because his book Vie et mort de l´image
deals with a similar subject as Benjamin's most
famous essay about The Work of Art in the Age
of Mechanical Reproduction. In flashbacks we
meet Arthur Koestler in Marseille, Benjamin's
greatest love, Asja Lacis, in Moscow, get to
know Gershom Sholem, who brought out
the Jewishness in Benjamin, watch him and
Bertolt Brecht play chess in a Berlin Cabaret,
listen in to a futile meeting with André Gide,
assist a wonderfully funny interrogation by
Horkheimer's followers and listen to Hannah
Arendt telling Benjamin the bitter truth of him
having got it all wrong. Absolute highlights are
the scenes where Debray pokes fun at the
rather pompous Max Horkheimer and a very
vanity ridden Gide.
The music is by Michel Tabachnik who was
assistant to Pierre Boulez during the latter's
tenure at the BBC Symphony Orchestra and
later became conductor of the Ensemble
InterContemporain. From 2008 until 2015
he was Chief Conductor of the Brussels
Philharmonic with whom he made highly
regarded recordings. But he has not only made
himself a name as conductor but also as a
composer, most recently with his Livre de Job.
Opéra national de Lyon commissioned
the piece for the Biennale Musiques en scène

"Sur ce scénario lapidaire, Michel
Tabachnik a conçu un acte unique de
musique - une heure et démie à peine
- dont la puissance suggestive ne peut
laisser indifférent." Diapason

2016. Bernhard Kontarsky, one of the pioneers
of contemporary music is the conductor while
John Fulljames, associate director of the Royal
Opera House Covent Garden looks after the
staging.

"... ein nachdrücklicher
Publikumserfolg" Frankfurter Rundschau

BENJAMiN, LAST NiGHT

Stage Director John Fulljames
Sets Michael Levine
Costumes Christina Cunningham
Opera national de Lyon
Orchestra & Chorus of Lyon Opera
Conducted by Bernhard Kontarsky
cast

Walter Benjamin Jean-Noël Briend, singer
Walter Benjamin Sava Lolov, actor
Max Horkheimer Karoly Szemeredy
Asja Lacis Michaela Kustekova
Hannah Arendt Michaela Selinger
Arthur Koestler Charles Rice
Gershom Sholem Scott Wilde
Bertolt Brecht Jeff Martin
André Gide Gilles Ragon
Theodor W. Adorno Karoly Szemeredy
Director for Television Vincent Massip
Produced by Telmondis
90' Shot in HD with 5.1 Surround Sound
There will also be a documentary
Walter Benjamin Revived
directed by Reiner E. Moritz
52' Shot in HD
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ALAiN DANiELOU

WELCOME TO THE LABYRiNTH
We owe it mostly to Alain Daniélou that
we now begin to appreciate Indian Music
not just as another kind of world music but a
classical music from a different culture, from
India. Long before the Beatles journeyed
to India and Ravi Shankar became a star
in the west Alain Daniélou travelled the
country, collected and recorded Indian Music,
became a Sanskrit scholar, converted to
Hinduism, studied the music, played the veena
professionally, wrote books about related
subjects and worked between 1949 and 1953
even as a research professor at the Banaras
Hindu University.
Riccardo Biadene's documentary is an
adventurous musical journey through India,
following Welcome to the Labyrinth, the
biography of French-born Alain Daniélou, who
lived in India between the 1930s and 60s.
Indian dance, religion, tradition vs modernity,
sculpture and Kamasutra are presented
through the eyes of the man himself with a
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focus on “The Music of Gods”, the traditional
Indian Music.
Concerts, dance and everyday life episodes
will be blended with exclusive archive footage,
pictures and recordings from Daniélou's
days. Daniélou and his partner Raymond

Burnier also were the first Westerners ever
to photograph the mostly unknown Indian
temples. Director Biadene meets with artists
and researchers who have either known
Daniélou or were influenced by his findings
which cumulate in decoding Indian Music

and making it known in the West. We also
get firsthand knowledge of his persona
through rare interviews he gave over the
years and testimony of friends including
Maurice Béjart. Many academics snubbed him
in the 1950s because of his very personal
approach but today thanks to much improved
communications we know better. Indian
classical music is a treasure which we now
not only explore like Olivier Messiaen did but
enjoy in many fine performances at festivals
during the year. “Depending on the perspective
from which we look at the labyrinth”, says Alain
Daniélou, “we will see it as an insurmountable
problem or we will see the first step to finding our
way out”. This is what Biadene's documentary is
trying to achieve.

directed by Riccardo Biadene
produced by FIND
running time 58' Shot in HD
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Pandit Ronu Majumdar
photo © Arnhel de Serra

DARBAR
FESTiVAL
The Darbar Festival was
created in the memory of
Bhai Gurmit Singh Ji Virdee,
an inspirational teacher of the
tabla, in 2006. It is the most
important festival of Indian
classical music outside India.

At the yearly Southbank event you can enjoy
Hindustani (North India), Carnatic (South
India) and Dhrupad (India's oldest and timeless
tradition) music performances and get a feeling
for the emotions (rasas) the music is supposed
to create. The Darbar Festival brings together
the finest of Indian musicians, often unknown
in the West, and makes you share that magical
feeling of discovering new talent. Since 2008
a selection of the Darbar programme is
recorded for Sky Arts, and Poorhouse is
proud to present this treasure trove of great
music worldwide. There are 52 programmes
and numerous interstitials available, all shot
in HD, which prove that we are not dealing
with world music but a very complex art
music going back thousands of years. The 2015
line-up included Ustad Irshad and Shabez
Hussain, Abhisek Lahiri and Sukhwinder Singh,
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Ranjani & Gayatri, of which you will see a clip
in the Avant Première showreel, Mita Nag
and Satyajit Talwalkar, Pandit Ronu Majumdar
and Sukhwinder Singh and finally Kaushiki
Charaborty and Satyajit Talwalkar.

directed by Laura Wilson
produced by Sky Arts
running time 6 x app. 47' Shot in HD
In India music has been a highly regarded
art form and a means of communicating
with the Divine for more than 3000 Years,
and the Indian classical music we know today
is the result of a line of oral transmission
which originated in the Vedic texts and was
transmitted through generations of guilds
and hereditary musicians until today. Indian
classical music depends entirely on melody
with a drone like harmonic accompaniment.
Unlike Western classical music which created
the equal-tempered scale of 12 tones Indian
classical music works with 22 microtonal
intervals (shrutis) and a very developed art
of improvisation which manifests itself in
elaborate ornamentation.
A raga (shades of colour or mood) could
be compared to a Western key but the
important difference is that the Western key

Jyoti Hegde
photo © David Levenson

signature is limited to defining pitch while
a raga defines both pitch and rhythm. The
rhythmic pattern (tala) provides the pulse
of the music and is repeated in cycles. Up
to 72 of these ragas form the main body
of performances. It usually consists of a
sequence of five, six or seven notes with a
specific progression between the notes and
an identified home note the musicians return
to time and again. A raga has two parts, the
alap which is performed by the soloist without
fixed rhythm, introducing the main argument
and mood of the piece, followed by the gat
which rhythmically develops these arguments.
Dhrupad is the oldest and most elaborate
form of Indian classical music and originated
from the Hindustani, i.e. Northern Indian
tradition. It is based on the chanting of
Vedic hymns, but gradually evolved as an
independent genre which follows the alap
and gat structure of the raga. Dhrupad
remains deeply spiritual and meditative and
its performance is considered to be a form of
nada yoga (Yoga of sound).
One of the main subgenres of Indian
classical music evolved from the ancient
Hindu tradition is Carnatic music played in the
Southern part of the country. It is also based
on the form of the raga but is very much
coloured by a singing style. It allows scales with
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Ustad Irshad Khan
photo © Arnhel de Serra

Shashank Subramanyan
photo © David Levenson

chromatic progression and has adopted
some centuries ago the Western violin. The
South Indian talas are defined by a system
of clapping and waving which is much less
important in the north.
One of the main differences between
Western and Indian classical music is
pinpointed by the declaration of Gita Sarabhai
who taught John Cage Indian philosophy and
music theory at a time. She said: “the purpose
of music is to sober and quiet the mind thus
making it susceptible to divine influences”. While
ragas remain devoted to this purpose, Western
classical music expresses individual feelings of
its composer.
Olivier Messiaen has adopted parts of
the Indian classical music principles for his
own compositions and thereby created a
very distinct musical language. Maybe time
has come to take a closer look at the oldest
classical music in existence and enjoy the
originals. It comes from a completely different
culture but is as complex and refined as
anything the West has to offer. But unlike the
Western notion of music as entertainment
Indian classical music still has a lot to do with
devotion and the quest of invoking a specific
human emotional response.
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Kaushiki Chakraborty
photo © Arnhel de Serra

Dr Prabha Atre
photo © David Levenson

Mita Nag
photo © Arnhel de Serra

Debasish Bhattacharya
photo © Andy Ryan

Niladri Kumar
photo © Ravi Chandarana

Premkumar Mallick
photo © Andy Ryan
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CONCERTS FOR TELEViSiON

with Orchestre National de Lyon
Leonidas Kavakos

Jukka-Pekka Saraste

JUKKA-PEKKA SARASTE
& LEONiDAS KAVAKOS

Jukka-Pekka Saraste trained as a violinist
himself and later studied conducting at the
Sibelius Academy in Helsinki with maestromaker Jorma Panula in the same class as
Esa-Pekka Salonen and Osmo Vänskä. He is
Conductor in Chief of the WDR Symphony
Orchestra in Cologne, founder of the Finnish
Chamber Orchestra and Artistic Director
of the Tammisaari Festival. "He electrifies
audiences by his sheer energy as soon as he
steps on the rostrum" reports a Cologne
newspaper. Together with Leonidas Kavakos
he is performing the Brahms Violin concerto,
a memorable event. Kavakos has just been
announced the winner of the 2017 Léonie
Sonning Prize. The Chairman of the Foundation
had this to say about the violinist: “His strong
personality, virtuosity and the honest, direct
nature of his playing mark him out as an artist
of rare caliber”. The Brahms concerto is framed
by two important works of Jean Sibelius, a
specialty of conductor Jukka-Pekka Saraste.
Sibelius: The Tempest, overture to
Shakespeare's play, 7'
Brahms: Concerto for Violin, 40'
Sibelius: Symphony No. 2, 43'

directed by Pierre-Martin Juban
produced by LGM
running time 90'

LEONARD SLATKiN,
JULiETTE HURREL
& RENAUD CAPUÇON

In a programme with all French music
Juliette Hurel plays the world première of
Bruno Mantovani's Concerto for Flute. Juliette
Hurel has a Victoire de la musique classique
to her credit, is a sought after soloist, chamber
music player and teacher when she is not
on duty as solo flutist of the Rotterdam
Philharmonic. Bruno Mantovani, well known
to us for his music on which Angelin Preljocaj
based his ballet Siddharta recently was
composer in residence with the Orchestre
national of Lyon and is the director of the
Paris conservatory. The second soloist of
this memorable concert is Renaud Capuçon
who entered the conservatory of his native
Chambéry at the age of 4 and continued his
studies in Paris at the age of 14. He was leader
of the Gustav Mahler Orchestra under Claudio
Abbado and has just been appointed Artistic
Director of the Sommets Musicaux de Gstaad
Festival. He premières a transcription of Ravel's
Sonata for violin which has been orchestrated
by Yan Maresz and plays the famous Ravel
Tzigane, Rhapsody for violin and piano as a sort
of encore.
Berlioz: Overture to King Lear, 15'
Berlioz: Scherzo of Queen Mab from
Romeo and Juliet, 8'
Bruno Mantovani: Concerto
for flute and orchestra, 15'
Debussy: Clair de lune (orchestration Caplet), 5'
Ravel: Sonata for violin and piano transcribed
for violin and orchestra, 20'
Ravel:Tzigane, Rhapsody for violin and piano, 13'

directed by Yan Proefrock
produced by LGM
running time 80'

Leonard Slatkin
& Renaud Capuçon

Renaud Capuçon

Juliette Hurrel
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Simon Callow

SHAKESPEARE 400

If you want to meet Shakespeare please
consider Michael House's factual film following
the creation of Simon Callow's one-man play.
An intimate film about the creative process, a
look inside the craft of acting/playwriting and a
ride through the theatre world you won't ever
forget.
You could also consider Cura's Otello or
Ambrogio Maestri's Falstaff or even a tonguein-cheek contemporary version of Verdi's
last masterpiece by Tony Britten as well as a
Midsummer Night's Dream ballet from Geneva
or a Romeo & Juliet suite conducted by Paavo
Järvi.

backstage
Sir Peter Maxwell-Davies

FAREWELL TO STROMNESS MAX ERNST 125
This was Sir Peter Maxwell-Davies' hit tune.
The composer passed away in March at the
age of 81. His huge output includes Taverner,
Eight Songs for a Mad King, Symphonies,
Concertos and Chamber Music. Farewell to
Stromness entered the Classic FM Hall of
Fame in 2003. Since 2004 he also held the
ancient royal post of Master of the Queen's
Music. Photographer, painter and filmmaker
Paul Joyce made the definitive film having
obtained exclusive access to Sir Peter both
professionally and personally.
Shot in HD, Running Time 88 Minutes.

DALTON TRUMBO

Screenwriter Dalton Trumbo and other
Hollywood figures were blacklisted for
Communist leanings. Columnist Hedda
Hopper was instrumental in getting Trumbo
subpoenaed to testify as one of the Hollywood
Ten before the House of Un-American
Activities regarding alleged Communist
propaganda in Hollywood films. Wichita's The
Witch Hunt Is On and Hollywood Gossip are
wonderful companion pieces to the movie
release.

Alfred Hitchcock, The Birds: From Stories to Movies

READY FOR DELiVERY
Ronald Reagan - The Custom Made President 52’
Caravaggio - From Darkness into Light 53’
From Stories to Movies:Thriller 52’
Hollywood Gossip 52’
Véronique Sanson 105’

Hedda Hopper and Marilyn Monroe
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Max Ernst

Carravaggio - From Darkness into Light

"A painter is lost if he finds himself", surrealist
artist Max Ernst once said, and his work
is dominated by visions of change and
metamorphosis. One of the most influential
artists of the 20th century, Ernst believed
that aesthetic quality was irrelevant to art
and concentrated on creating symbols,
often portraying men and women as birds
or machines. As a means of inspiration, he
experimented by rubbing, scraping and
smearing paint to find images to use in his
paintings. Our film focuses on the period Ernst
lived in the United States, between 1941and
1952. Using photographs, film footage and
tape recordings of Ernst himself, it details the
influence of the Arizona desert and the Hopi
Indians on his work. This Peter Schamoni classic
has been remastered in HD from the original
35mm film. Running Time 100 Minutes and
might work well well to commemorate the
125 anniversary of this giant amongst 20th
century artists.
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